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Who are we?
In the past years Liechtenstein (based 1978) became ever more obvious in the Order
of St. Lazarus that “operational parts” are missing to it in the sense of its tradition.
Thus the Order of St. Lazarus led e.g. temporarily a trip service for patients to the
physician.
Within the Order of Saint Lazarus the idea developed to create branches which cover
such tasks. In the Order of St. Lazarus rather projects were inland considered
Liechtenstein since its establishment, as the concern telephone for children and
young person (147) was lifted the 1988 from the baptism.
In the year 2007 within the Order of Saint Lazarus the Lazarus welfare organization
was justified, from which finally 2010 the Lazarus the welfare organization - LHW
E.V. in its current form arose.
The achievement of auxiliary activities is one of the most important key sizes of the
LHW.
For this reason in the LHW also the gradual introduction was considered by more
global projects.
The LHW exhausts its scope of action for active, coordinated auxiliary politics with
model effect and makes a substantial contribution for the achievement of objective of
the international effort as well as the international Order of St. Lazarus. The
conversion of the goals guarantees for the fact that the LHW fulfills also in the future
the requirements of our time.
In agreement with the principles of the Order of St. Lazarus the LHW auxiliary politics
aims at an aiming at of a lasting promoting economic and environmentalcareful basic
care of the assistance receivers, whom efficient resources use promotes, like the use
of renewable energies and avoiding idles to assistance.
Beyond that the Lazarus politics put special weight since 2010 on the reduction of the
felt poverty of children, young people, adults and older humans in India, in addition,
on the creation of educational establishments, homes and “families” from alone
standing older adults and orphans in India.
In order to be able to meet these tasks in India with highest efficiency, from there to
03.07.2013 the “Lazarus Public Charitable Trust was created - LPCT” as non-profit
Trust after Indian right.
During the conversion of these goals to India Lazarus pursues the following principle:
Lazarus positions itself as network in India, which uses itself for the rights and needs
of the poorest ones the arms (children, young people as well as older humans).
Concrete projects and programs for homes, training and professional training, health
and the protection of the poorest children and young people are realized also in
connection with older humans.
Lazarus differentiates itself with the work from occupation and life perspectives to
favor from children, young people and older humans with their direct co-operation on
all levels. We can realize Multi donor projects in all of India.
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Communication difference:
We surprise our donors and maintain an unconventional style. We are a recent and
dynamic Charity organization and radiate (humorous) joy of life.
For the achievement of objective in conformity with the superordinate right weight is
particularly put on the instruments of co-operation. The effect of the auxiliarypolitical
model function of Lazarus is purposefully supported with active, coordinated
communication.
Lazarus does not use itself necessarily, where other large welfare organizations are
already active. It is particularly active at places, where humans are “too little poor”
often for large welfare organizations, where humans are nevertheless too poor
however, around (over) - to live to be able and so usually by “all meshes” fall.
Lazarus co-operates with organizations and authorities locally. Particularly the LHW
(the president Dr. Gassmann is a head master CAS) promotes and coordinates the
assistance for the LCPT. The LCPT sends from there the annual account
annually for the security and confirmation to the LHW.

What do we make?
We help poverty-concerned in India, in particular families, independently of their
nationality and world view.
We help poverty-concerned directly. We sensitize the public for the causes and
consequences of the poverty.
We engage ourselves for social basic conditions, which avoid poverty or alleviate and
which promote social integration.
We use us entrusted funds and resources effectively and reliably.
We help, where humans fall by all meshes of social security.
We stand for excluded, suppressed one and so-called “untouchable ones”.
We provide for emancipation, assistance to the self-help and set to the arms to “eye
level” in the society.
We create occupation and life perspectives for single and families.

What did we already reach?
We saved by medical assistance the life, whose legs substantial were stricken by
mushrooms to young Fischer. We made a medical therapy for a 58-year old family
man possible, who was already nine months paralyzed after an accident. The man
had had to pawn its hut alone for the diagnosis. For a treatment simply the money
was missing to the family. To two-month therapy it could go owing to Lazarus again.
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We let sanitary plants for the school children make by native craftsmen locally for the
school in Chowara Adimalathura of tables and banks for all 300 school children,
which destroyed by wind damage debt oh reconditions, to build and the desolate
school kitchen recondition and donated to the school kitchen food. Most school
children get their only warm meal in this school on the day, since there is only too
often nothing to eat from shortage of money at home.
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The donation of the water treatment
plant went of GOODWATER
EUROPE sro, Kutlikova 17, 85102
Bratislava, Slovakia,
http://www.good-water.org

Drinking water for children

Rice for psychologically patient

We provided for the children of Ooruttambalam for clean drinking water and supplied
approx. 300 poor children in Polad with school booklets and writing things, which
cannot afford poor parents. Besides we donated to a home for psychologically patient
rice.

Why do WE do that?
The legend means that Lazarus of Jerusalem after its raising from the dead of the
dead by Jesus on its property, together with which sisters Marta and Maria operated,
from gratitude a facility, in order to supply patient without means. In the vernacular
this facility received immediately “military hospital” to the names. Thus and the
sisters, in order patient and injured in care and support followed like-minded Lazarus
to supply. In the memory of the miracle of the raising from the dead of the St.
Lazarus, on which the New Testament reports, they called themselves “Lazariter”.
The military hospital in Jerusalem exists in changed form until today. The military
hospital of Jerusalem is by the way mentioned documentary approx. around the year
370 by Armenian monks the first time. The military hospital created new occupation
and life perspectives in its history for innumerable humans.
Lazarus today is a modern community with historical foundation. Lazarus is in 21. Jh.
a conscious and purposeful attempt of the perspective creation. In order to become
fair this role, Lazarus higher guiding principles than before 2000 years, at those it
oriented needed. The aspects, which participated in the formation of Lazarus and its
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culture, are thus on the one side a time-conditioned, social development, on the other
side truthfully substantially, connected with their own epoch-exceeding ethics.
The task to create and bind these to obligatory ethical standards life perspectives,
always places itself under all changing conditions and times the new.
Exactly this is also for us the reason to be active in India because in India a great
many poor humans do not have occupation and life perspectives.
(2013) an average training workshop for occupation teachings in India looks present
as follows:
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These are pictures of universities:

Even in universities the material the available is not approximate what has a usual
craftsman workshop in the German-speaking countries.

How do we make this?
Incoming goods DO this more over the “Lazarus Public Charitable Trust - LPCT” in
India, into which the order OF St. Lazarus by FL and the Lazarus the welfare
organization acres represented by two members in FL. A of member OF it wants
continuously locally supervise, wants care for and wants lead all measures and
activities.
Incoming goods CO-operate with organizations and authorities locally.
Incoming goods of acres non profit.
The projects acres aligned tons of PUR-pose fulfillment, effectiveness and economy.
Incoming goods have good internal and external control of structures.
Incoming goods maintain transparency concerning activity and accounting.
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Incoming goods maintain A high ethics into the raising OF of find and in
communication.
We maintain advocatenomic commitment (Advocacy).
We refer the concerning.

What are our current projects?
We want to establish a training center for occupation teachings relating to
crafts after Swiss/of Liechtenstein model. In it the occupations carpenters,
bricklayers, electrical plumber, sanitary plumber and plumber are to be trained,
in agreement with the authorities locally and the population.
We lead this as boarding school and can from there also intelligent and capable
homeless orphans accept and “new families” in such a way educate. On the one
hand giving to humans a life perspective, by having responsibility for younger
children and young people, on the other hand gives it to the children and young
people an occupation and a life perspective by them the school and a professional
training is made possible, which they could never gain.
Purpose is it to hold by new perspectives humans from the alcoholism and to shift the
emphasis of a “dowry” from girls with weddings from gold on training. Many families
would have hope not to lose due to the usual dowry house and yard because they
could invest over years continuously into the education of the girls.
With boys and girls the emphasis stands on handicraft training, since these have life
perspectives otherwise as “day laborers” and “assistants” less and less and thus in
the alcohol abuse to unfortunately often land.
With the girls exists besides the emphasis in it, these in co-operation with other
organizations, which specialized in girl promotion and in India are very numerous to
promote to the occupation and studies recognized for women of the society.
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Photo (sample) of goal workshops (CH/FL SMEs of enterprises)
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Machines and working material (symbol pictures)
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What do we need, in order to achieve these goals?
We needing financial support on broad basis, there the reaching of these goals in the
first seven years on the average approx. CHF 812 ' 416. - cost per year. With good
process of the projects these are self-supporting starting from approx. the 8th year.
With the prefinancing of the first two years (CHF 1 ' 624 ' 832. -) one begins, with the
project.
We need instructors for theoretical instruction. These are available locally from
the Marian engineering college.
We need Fachausbildner for practice. For this the professional associations in
Switzerland/Liechtenstein around co-operation are inquired. It is possible a teacher
for one year as unsalaried employees from Switzerland/Liechtenstein in India “to
employ”. After the first master course of the respective occupations, native instructors
will be available for it.

Donation barometer
In the Internet the donation barometer can be observed under www.lhw.li.
Spendenbarometer in CHF

6'000'000
5'000'000

Totalbedarf

5'686'912

Beginn

1'624'832

4'000'000
3'000'000
2'000'000

Spenden

1'000'000

60'000

0
CHF

Building position planning
We work at present with two Vorprojekten. After receipt appropriate financial means
locally is planned exactly, what at the most efficient, most favorable, safest and ecomost compatible in the sense of the lastingness can be converted.
To early definition holds - contrary to Europe - unfortunately the danger that the costs
increase themselves. To only care for and supervise therefore begun with a detailing
and the realization, if the representative the Order of St. Lazarus of Liechtenstein and
the Lazarus the welfare organization in Liechtenstein locally is, over everything.
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Preliminary project 1

In the cellar water cisterns are built by three meters of depth, so that the store of
water reproaches at least two years. In addition sealed waste water tanks and a
biological gas facility with composting.
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In the ground floor are the workshops and the apartment tract, which drag on over
three floors. Altogether approx. 200 young people and approx. 50 adults will have an
apartment possibility. In the rooms of the young people are two stick beds.
Besides are in the ground floor also the dining room, the large-scale catering
establishment and the laundry room.
In the ground floor are also the entrance the possibilities for the effluent disposal and
the processing plants.

The workshops pull themselves over two floors. They cover thus the ground floor and
the first stick.
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In the first stick the apartment tract and also the training workshops move on.
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In the second stick the apartment tract moves on. Over three training workshops are
27 classrooms. Over a training workshop is an aula.
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On the third stick one roof garden each is on the roofs. This is both warmth
adjustment and food production. The goal is that the center is as self-sufficient as
possible and results thus after conclusion of the financing if possible few external life
costs. The garden is from cost reasons on the roof. If it would be on free field, he
would have to be guarded day and night before the penetration of wild elephants in
addition, before humans, who want to avail themselves “free of charge”. As roof
garden the costs reduce to that extent that only the existing center area must be
guarded.
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Over the whole plant in sufficient height a photovoltaics roof is pulled. This, because
the current supply is not always ensured locally. With overproduction the river is an
additional source of income. Besides the machines run only on the day. At on the
average approx. 7 sun hours per day this is a good investment.
The rare rain water in the cisterns is stored besides at full extent and prepared. In
this way we expensive water purchase to a minimum reduces. Cistern water is
besides taxfree. An efficient well causes besides high costs and high water interest.

Preliminary project 2
We have also a second preliminary project. This covers likewise water cisterns under
the building and waste water tanks with processing plants, even if these are not
explicitly contained in these designs. Besides it covers likewise a photovoltaic system
on the whole spanning roof.
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Preliminary planning: Architect Helmut Meyer, CH-9450 Altstätten
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Statics

Model entire

Basement cistern (base plate and basement)
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Shift EZ

Base plate RZ ground tensions
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Ground floor (cover over UG and ground floor)

Shift EZ
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1. Upper floor (cover over EEC and upper floor)

Shift EZ
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1. Upper floor (cover over 1.UF and 2nd upper floor)

Shift EZ
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2. Upper floor and roof

Shifts
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Opinions

Opinions
Statics pre-calculation: Engineer's office Hoch & Gassner AG, FL-9495 Triesen
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Where is to be built?
Here several possibilities for the selection stand. The variant 3 we favors.
1. With Vallakkadavu
8°31'15.74'' N / 76°52'50.11'' O 14 m above
sea level
The advantage is that the St. Xavier's of
institutes OF Technology of the Latin
Archdiocese OF Trivandrum would have to
here already exist and be established only
new buildings.
The disadvantage is that the country would
not be property of the LPCT. Besides it is
very close because of the sea and very
deeply, which would make it extremely
susceptible to natural occurences. Saline air
has besides a large corrosion effect.
2. Bei Kazhakkoottham
8°33'37.23'' N / 76°51'34.25'' O 10 m above
sea level
The advantage is that the Marian to
engineering would have to here already
exist to college of the Latin Archdiocese OF
Trivandrum and be established only new
buildings.
The disadvantage is that the country would
not be property of the LPCT. Besides it is
very close because of the sea and very
deeply, which would make it extremely
susceptible to natural occurences. Saline air
has besides a large corrosion effect.
3. An einem anderem Ort
The advantage is that a building site can be looked for further in the interior - and
thus more highly convenient -, which would be less susceptible to natural occurences
and in addition little saline air has and from there only a small corrosion effect would
exhibit. Country and buildings would be property of the LPCT.
The disadvantage is that the country must be bought. Besides all grants must be
caught up at the state.
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Building composition
How does the building method build itself up?
The surface area of the project needs a construction area of 1 ha. This is a property
of 100 m X 100 m = 10'000 m2 x CHF 50/m2 = CHF 500'000.00
Property will alone already cost 500'000.00 to CHF. The surrounding countryside is
not yet counted. Depending upon situation this in the estimated price will be included.
The most expensive components are the cisterns, the ground floor ground, the
intermediate bottoms and the attic from waterproof reinforced concrete.
The buildings receive a steel column structure.
The walls are however relatively favorable. Since it does not become in Kerala more
coldly as 22°C and hardly warmer than 35°C, it is not necessary to build expensive
brick or concrete walls. Star architect Arthur Huang created new standards with PET
Polli Bricks in Taiwan. We think here some more pragmatically and want to build the
walls with PET plates from recycling. Two plates each of 1 cm thick with a distance
from 1 cm show thus sturdy, durable and lasting 3 cm strong walls.
Cost assumptions of the building composition (prices India)
Which?
Structural concrete

Price / m3 in CHF
Totally m3
Totally price
50
8'900
445'000

Which?
Structural steel
(armouring)
Steel girder

Price kg in CHF
1

Totally kg
370'000

370'000

1

593'802

593'802

Which?
PET of walls
Solar cells

Price / m2 in CHF
Totally m2
10
15'000
100
9'000

150'000
900'000

Work
Man-hour costs
Construction machine
costs

Hours too CHF

Totally

3
20

Totally h.
83'300
5'000

250'000
100'000

2'808'802

In these numbers only the prices of raw materials of the most important components
are contained. The construction costs differ from there in the cost composition since
also the man-hours and the other elements there in accordance with indicated the
architect and are contained of engineer.
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Development & support of the Lazarus project in Kerala for
the reaching of the full development
•
•
•

Life perspectives by entrance to “family”, education, professional training and
economic security
Good health & environmental practices and lasting handling the environment
Increased sex justice by training as “dowry” and the protection of the rights of
the child

Kerala in India

Prepared for sponsors
Order of St. Lazarus Principality of Liechtenstein and LHW in the Principality of
Liechtenstein
T: +41 (0)79 468 10 88
Contact: Guido Hangartner, Ph.D., Chief Executive Officer – CEO LPCT on behalf
the Order of St. Lazarus & LHW)
E-Mail: g.hangartner@waldethik.ch
August 2013
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1. Project summary
Effects:

Effects:

Place:
Favoured:

Budget:
Duration:

The population of the environment participates and contributes
to the fact that the “new families” promote the apprentices in the
home and in the professional training their personal and joint
development.
1) Children, young people and responsible persons are
strengthened in their physical, mental and psychosocial
development and get education, occupation teachings or to have
an independent occupation found.
2) Lazarus sets on ecologically lasting environmental practices,
implements good hygiene, potable water supply and effluent
disposal, in order to reduce the health risks. Lazarus implements
thereby and by the training, as multipliers, good municipal
developments and management practices.
3) Sex justice and child and youth psychiatry and - protection are
respected and guaranteed.
Rural area of Trivandrum, Federal State Kerala, India.
10 responsible persons, 20 orphans/- youth, 80 apprentices (5
apprentices per year as an apprentice for each training) and 10
instructors, as well as 2 Trustmitglieder [the project manager and
the Indian Vineesh the Shylaja are not favoured] (122 persons)
form the “center” (favoured 120).
CHF 4'800'000
7 years, beginning winters/spring 2013/14.

1. 1. Summary of the project in the LPCT
The Lazarus professional training Altstätten is the result of the efforts of Lazarus in
Liechtenstein and the ecumenical Lazarus Public Charitable Trust - LPCT in India.
The poorest families and orphans in India, which must live on the road, but
nevertheless intelligent and learn willing are, have neither the money for an
education, still for a professional training. This Lebens-Perspektivenlosigkeit leads a
great many, particularly young men, into an alcohol dependence, in order to forget it
“life offering no prospects”. The first phase of the project insists in the search for a
suitable place, in order to find the home and the training workshops on the country,
the Eruierung of the costs and the determination of the possible persons who can be
accepted. For the second phase the present project aims at the building and the
start-up of the infrastructure for the advancement of the community, like the
remaining challenges was identified over the entrance to education, economic
security, environmental management and health, equality of the sexes and the rights
of the child. The project will support also the entrance to education for children of 0-7
years by co-operation. Youth and young adults will receive a professional training
and business abilities by the own part-time vocational school. On the other side will
the project a healthy environmental practice, like good hygiene and sanitary facilities,
by the promotion of recycling, in order to reduce the environmental impact, to
promote. Also the ecological susceptibility of the surrounding communities will be
addressed by the promotion of the lasting use of natural resources. For all these
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purposes a consciousness screen end with the villages one maintains with one
another. The project becomes also the question of the equality of the sexes (dowry),
which aim at rights of the child and the protection of children in the communities by
the promotion of a healthy Miteinanders. The project will co-operate closely in
addition with the local authorities, in order to be also thereby model.

Belong to the Trust:
Fr. Rev.Fr. Ignaci Rajasekaran
Chancellor, Archdiocese of Trivandrum
Latin Archbishop's House
Vellayambalam
Thiruvananthapuram - 695 003,
Kerala, South India.
(President)

Mr. Vineesh Bhavan,
Plavila Puthen Veedu
Kilikottukonm,
Ooruttambalam P.O.
Thiruvananthapuram 695 507
Kerala, South India.
(Secretary)
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Mr.T. Mohanan,
Pallithara Veedu,
Valicode,
Ottasekharamangalam, P.O
Thiruvananthapuram 695 125,
Kerala, South India.
Reformed pastor
(Casher)

Mr. Guido Hangartner, Ph.D.
Latin Archbishop's House
Vellayambalam
Thiruvananthapuram - 695 003,
Kerala, South India.
(Chief Executive Officer- CEO
im Auftrag des Lazarus-Orden & LHW)

Mr. Markus Hasler
Industriestrasse 26
FL-9491 Ruggell
Fürstentum Liechtenstein.
(Treuhänder - Fiduciary)

Mrs. Shanthi Simon
Poonthura
Thiruvananthapuram - 695 507,
Kerala, South India.
(Responsible for Women's Issues)

Fr. Lenin Raj
Latin Archbishop's House
Vellayambalam
Thiruvananthapuram - 695 003,
Kerala, South India.
(Director of Social Ministry of the Latin Archdiocese of Trivandrum;
Trivandrum Social Service Society – TSSS)
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2. Project reason
2.1. Situation analysis
Is to be heard again and again in Europe: “Development assistance” and “donations
for the so-called third world do not use anything. The countries are not today further
despite many donations as forwards decades.” Actual is it like that the western
prosperity model not when copy is suited for to the arms. Many development
politicians forget a crucial point: Primarily foreign aides, but the elite in the countries
do not have it in the hand, to arrange whose future. “Where bloody despots rig and
for their self-interests instigate, cannot their respective supporters suitable for
humans development not take place”, stated also the Basler development sociologist
Klaus Michael Leisinger and doubts from there that for example in Angola, in the
Sudan or in Burma something can be changed at short notice. Klaus Michael
Leisinger calls “good governance”, a correct government guidance of the national
elite, as the most important condition for the fact that foreign assistance can cause
anything at all.
Where these conditions are however fulfilled, it can be helped actually meaningfully.
Beyond all discussions around the development policy it is today hardly still disputed
that by few measures poverty and misery can be reduced. Studies of the World Bank
or also the United Nations stress that in the meantime again and again. Thus the
recent UN-report states over the human development: “National economies with high
occupation rate invested generally in particular into the development of the human
abilities, particularly in education, health and professional training.” Education, health,
food and also the entrance to country and credits - there is again and again few
conditions, which could reduce poverty. In the Indian Federal State Kerala for
example lies the life expectancy of the men around ten and the women by fifteen
years more highly than the Indian average - mass literacy and land reform made that
possible.
Exactly this is the reason, why Lazarus in Kerala begins its activity in India. Here the
constitutional requirements for a successful assistance are best given in all of India.
Does this mean now that an aid project of Lazarus would be no longer necessary
thus yes? Under no circumstances! This meant on the contrary that the aid project of
Lazarus in Kerala has there the best conditions, success to have and thus for other
Federal States stimulus be can to likewise create with them the conditions.
Only owing to the land reform in Kerala it is now possible for poor humans to come at
all to own country. The mass literacy is indeed for us likewise a basic condition. But
both has a “blemish”. So school is only free up to the 4th class (this corresponds to
our lower level). The children can then, if they had the money for the school booklets,
the national language Malayalam read and write, something count and know the
western characters. They can read nor write however neither English. Starting from
the 5th class the school is mostly liable to pay the costs. Those cannot afford the
arms however. Thus they do not have a higher educational facility. That means, they
remain their life long day laborers or in the best case assistant. Thus they will never
earn enough, in order to buy a few square meter country, in order to establish on it a
hut. If it creates a family nevertheless to reach this country and house belong at the
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latest with the wedding of a daughter of the bank, since still in the society anchored
the dowry (some hundred gram of gold), devour everything.
Orphans over the babyhood must mostly pierce themselves and fall on the road
scholastically by the meshes.
In close co-operation with the authorities Lazarus can contribute to the fact that
exactly this to better school entrances find and/or a professional training to arms with
Lazarus in Kerala received. Besides a new consciousness can be arranged for them,
which shows that education is a better dowry, as gold. A further emphasis lies in the
protection of the environment, in the hygiene and the lastingness in handling
resources.
Many voices say: “Why do you get not young people from India and do let it with us
occupation teachings make?” This is quite simple to answer. These young people
would have to speak first German, besides have only the children that realms mostly
all the whole primary school locked. These young people would return to the
occupation teachings hardly gladly to India. It would be alms more, which injures the
pride of the Indian population. Besides there would be no reasonable training center
then in India still. Because we build a training center in India, we can locally missed
educational background retrieve and so for the poorest ones outstanding training
make possible. The education system which can be introduced will again alone
already become generally accepted in this way in the next decades, by the demand
for qualified workers in the country, automatically. Due to in such a way introduced
careful change to today badly trained workers without work will also not remain. We
prevent thereby not only an emigration of the good specialists, but also
unemployment of the past craftsmen. Since we begin with five apprentices per year
and occupation, the multiplier will be socialcompatible and from there tensions in the
population will not only prevent, but the longing after better training - if necessary
further training of the past trained craftsmen - will increase. Thus the center in
foreseeable time will not only be fully accepted, but also to sincerely welcome to be.
If we are honest, since the time of the colonization of India always only worker was
demanded from the Indian. The know-how was however meagerly arranged for the
simple working population only very. We would like to change this from there at least
within the range relating to crafts and to make European errors far again good due to
profit thinking a piece.

2.2. Main topics
The new center, consisting of a boarding school and a professional training
Altstätten, is a good multiplier in the society. On the one hand so more and more
families will demand education with the marriage as dowry of no more gold, but, on
the other hand each finished learning craftsman will be on a blocked account
“apprentice wages present” than starting capital for a new small enterprise in
the villages in the country to be helpful, where also this again different poor young
person can train as good occupation people. The total number of the training center
amounts to 122 persons, both male and female. The largest part are young people
and young adults between 11 and 21 years. In the following the represented data
were made from the concluding evaluation of the first phase:
There is work regarding education in the center to alphabetisieren the illiterates over
6-year old. Under over 6-year old/were most, which visit the school, are in the
Primary school in the lower level. For the others we make the visit for the lower level,
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middle school and upper stage possible and then the beginning of occupation
teachings. We try to make possible also the visit of university training for particularly
talented young person. The goal is to make for each young person possible a job in
India or own beginning of business in India. There is even a possibility of
employment for the best occupation graduates in the manufacturing plant of the
center, with which opportunity adapts on a master conclusion after Swiss/of
Liechtenstein model, for India. For the other occupation graduates the opportunities
are very high owing to their qualified training to find an employment in the private
sector or to justify even their own business.
Most diseases in Kerala are diarrhea illnesses and depressions, which change
frequently into alcoholism. The most frequent causes of death are diarrhea diseases,
cancer, illnesses of the respiratory system and heart diseases.
The reasons for the diarrhea illnesses are the results of environmental pollution,
either due to an effluent disposal lacking (polluted drinking water), waste disposal
and cooking with fire wood. About 99% with firewood cook for the arms. The reasons
of the illness at depression (and alcoholism) lie in the most cases in LebensPerspektivenlosigkeit with the poor population.
The population in the rural area mostly lives under Kokospalmen, banana plants,
rubber trees or at edges of road on free field. Particularly in the rainy season brings
this ecological distinctive features with itself. Waste water and wastes form stinking
pools, which one can already call “mosquito farms”. Besides this dirty water seeps
into the earth and contaminates thereby again the wells, from which the drinking
water is scooped.
The sex justice does not have to be strengthened, there gives it justice of the
internal-domestic and educational tasks. With the analysis of the distribution from
activities to sex it was seen that there is no significant change with the poor
population, because the housework (approx. 85%), the support by children (approx.
85%), laundry washing (approx. 90%) of the women and daughters is settled.
Likewise the children from the mothers are brought to the physician (approx. 80%).
The women participate in parent-teacher conferences of the school (approx. 85%).
Nevertheless activities are left like a collecting and a dragging of firewood and
agricultural work (approx. 90%) more frequently the men and sons (approx. 65%).
Women, who work, are laughed at small estimated, often and avoided socially.
Exception of it are particularly occupations how: Lady doctor, attorney, teacher,
policewoman and nurse.
With reference to the rights of the child Kerala stands in the comparison with the rest
of India outstanding. This may not mislead however about the fact that the poorest
families hire out still children, in order to be able to survive. The project manager was
confronted personally with such a situation. Personally a child was offered to it, since
the mother (a young, ill widow) saw neither for itself nor for her two children a future.
The older child already hired out it. It lives today in a city in a restaurant kitchen and
gets as wages for the kitchen deseams food and may on the kitchen ground sleep.
To the school it may not.
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2.3. Lazarus experience
Comprehensive attention for children:
Lazarus in Kerala implements comprehensive attention for children on institutional
level, to which in the last 4 years one helped. Lazarus promoted the possibility of
approx. 300 poor children of being able to go into the school by putting necessary
material to the children at the disposal, mothers with material equipped, so that
further approx. 300 children be dressed could, and not least the school of Chowara,
which did not only protect Lazarus the official locking, as sanitary plants were built,
but also that approx. 300 children proverbially a dry roof over the head made
possible, whom school equipped with furniture and made possible to good the latter
the children of the also far school meal, by the redevelopment of the school kitchen.
Within the framework of this program Lazarus on recommendation of the Consulate
General of the Swiss Confederation in Mumbai with local resident institutions cooperated: The parish Fatima Matha Adimalathura in Chowara, the sisters of the
mission congregation “queen of the apostles” in Chowara, the Protestant church of
Ooruttambalam, the mayor von Ooruttambalam and the Protestant church of Polad.
In the framework this co-operation Lazarus could help so far over 900 children.
(See to it also: “Which we have already reached?” P. 5 FF)

Economic self-sufficiency of the youth:
At present Lazarus converts the program “economic self-sufficiency of the youth” in
its intervention area. The program concentrates on the support of young people for
the acquisition of its technical abilities, so that they can enter the job market, either
by a part-time or a full time job, or by the establishment of its own production
enterprise. Lazarus tries to make also in co-operation with other organizations for
girls different vocational ranges accessible, like computer science, English,
cosmetics, a cooking, cheeks, a sewing, beekeeping, ceramic(s), wood, tourism,
pisciculture, pottery and agriculture.
This program was started in April 2010 and is accomplished in four phases:
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3. Description of the project
3.1. Consequences
The population of the boarding school and the professional training Altstätten, briefly
center mentioned, participates and contributes to its personal and joint development.

3.2. Effects
Effect 1:
Children and young people of the center are strengthened in their physical, mental
and psychosocial development, occupation teachings concluded and an occupation
in India found or are independently gainfully employed in India.
Effect 2:
The center uses ecological practices, like ecological building method, good hygiene,
drinking water preparing and effluent disposal and minimizes ecological problems.
Effect 3:
Sex justice and youth psychiatry and - protection are respected and guaranteed in
the center. To possibility the society picture is shifted concerning the dowry of a bride
by gold on education.

3.3. Effect indicators
Effects:
At least 60% of the 120 girls, boys, young people and adults are to be taken part
actively in the local development and in the structure of the center.
Effect 1:
At least 30% in the center of the living persons improved its health, nutrition and
psychosocial development.
At least 70% in the center of the living persons have a source of income.
At least four training workshops and a production enterprise function.
All, which concluded occupation teachings with success in the center, found also an
occupation in India.
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All children at the school age in the center visit regularly the school in co-operation
with “Sophia internationally Academy, Noorommavu P.O. - 689,589, Mallappally,
Kerala, India, http://sophiainternational.org and other schools.

Effect 2:
80% in the center of the apartments practice economical and ecological use of the
materials and devices, active correct waste separation, maintain good ecological
handling (no waste incineration, organic insecticides, tree care, recycling) and good
hygiene and effluent disposal internalized.
The center supplies itself after possibility with own fermentation gas for cooking.
Cases of stomach intestine and respiratory diseases in the center are reduced by at
least 15%.
80% in the center of the living persons have the feeling that they substantially better
are, as in former times.

Effect 3:
40% that in the center the living persons reduced force in their environment and
improved the relations with their families and between the sexes.

3.4. Favoured

Older
<6
6 – 10
11 – 15
16 – 25
26 – 50
> 50
Totally

Maskulin

Favoured directly
Feminin
0
5
5
60
0
5
70

Totally
0
5
5
20
0
5
30

0
10
10
80
0
20
120

3.5. Key strategies
Experience within the range: Lazarus is active since 2010 in Kerala, since 1978
promotes Lazarus social projects. The local authorities recognize the presence of
Lazarus. They support Lazarus during the conversion of their charitable processes
and projects.
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Integration of the beneficiaries into the implementation of the project: When starting
of the project, the co-ordination and conversion mechanisms the involved one the
concept will be submitted, and the active integration and participation of the
beneficiaries in the planned activities are promoted.
Child and youth participation: The leadership quality of the young people will be
promoted, so that the young people are able to think independently proposals to
submit and discuss. Developed in the purchase to the interests of young people in
their communities its abilities and authority, also for ecological acting, the
employableness and the entrepreneurial spirit. The project aims at it off, a team of
young people as local multipliers of the rights of the child to develop the equality of
the sexes and a culture of the knowledge and peace. This strategy promotes the
reaching of the expected project results, because it ensures means and participation.
Child-centered municipal development: Lazarus priorisiert child-centered municipal
development. This promotes causing a comprehensive development of the
community, the full development of the child potentials as subjects of rights. This
within a framework, which promotes authentic participation of children and young
people: Basiskonzentriertheit, the demand and fulfillment rights to social mobilization,
working with several levels and participants on national and local level, the education
alliances and on controller shank for the fulfillment of the rights children and young
people in co-operation with existing organizations of the Latin Archdiocese OF
Trivandrum, Archbishop's House campus, Vellayambalam, Trivandrum-695 003,
Kerala, India, http://www.latinarchdiocesetrivandrum.org.

3.6. Further partnerships and competencies
Health service: The “Jubilee Memorial hospital and Health Center” is included
actively to instruct and support around within the range of the nutrition and the
medical basic care and it carries out the health care.
Ministry for education and work: Into the training of the occupation teachings one
includes.
Local one authorities: Into all basic decisions are included, in order to anchor Lazarus
in the population.
Government authorities: Are responsible for the completion of the legalization of
Lazarus and its property.
Private business: With the private enterprises Lazarus comes to an agreement, in
order to sensitize it regarding the creation of employment opportunities for young
people.
Churches: Between Lazarus and the churches, and/or religion representatives there
is a trusting co-operation, so that no religiously caused animosities develop.
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Woman organizations: Partnerships with woman organizations, the know-how have
in Gender questions regarding the training and sensitization, from girls and young
women.

3.7. Participation
Responsible person, instructors and adults: They are the main participants during the
conversion of the joint effluent disposal activities and environmental policy. They are
sensitized on the decrease of the employment from firewood to cooking, to recycling
and reforestation, intelligent employment by materials, workers and machines.
Beyond that they are instructed in the sensitization for the rights by children and sex
justice.
Children and young people: Young people, who are involved in employers in the
training, the professional training on the employableness and, are obligated, to
participate actively in this training.
Project management: It is responsible for the summoning from meetings to the
socialisation of the project. It maintains the relationship with the authorities and
communities and provides for the law-moderate operational sequence of land
acquisition and the building of buildings.

3.8. Activities and results
First activities
Project socialisation: It will give a meeting with the local authorities and the
surrounding communities, in order the goals and activities, which are converted by
the project, of explaining. During this meeting it is clarified that the center is not
competition for existing enterprises, but an opportunity for these to receive qualified
workers and it for the poorest ones last hope for a life perspective is often.
Initial value: It is necessary, in order to intend measurable indicators, which aim at
the sozi cognitive development of children, to point out in order the economic
situation of the young people and young adults, for the community and the
environment, the professional training and effluent disposal situation, as also the
perception and consciousness for rights, equal rights of the sexes, masculinity and
force from the perspective of the children, women and men.
Effect 1: Children and young people of the center are strengthened in their physical,
mental and psychosocial development and have a training place in the center.
Result 1,1.: Children of 0-7 years, with our partners, receive comprehensive
attention and preschool education.
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1.1.1. Admission and support: If necessary suitable spatialities in the center are
furnished and these children responsible persons in the center are entrusted, so that
they can remain rooted in their culture.
1.1.2. Selection and training the responsible persons: They become in the subjects
area health and nutrition, which early childhood education and preparation
techniques, which are trained rights of the child, protection, policy, sex and security.
1.1.3. Sensitization meetings with responsible persons: The project manager will hold
meetings, in order to sensitize the community for the meaning of the comprehensive
early childhood support for young children and encourage responsible persons to
train the children promptly.
1.1.4. Attention for children and pregnant women over psychomotor abilities,
socialisation, nutrition and health: This task is taken over by the “Jubilee Memorial
hospital and Health Center”.
Result 1,2.: Youth of 16 to 25 years receive a professional training in the center.
They are supported also in the connection during the work identification.
1.2.1 structure of partnerships: Presentations will be made also with private
enterprises and local facilities, in order to win support for the participating young
people in employers and employableness.
1.2.2 invitation and registration of young people: Young people in the community,
who are interested in the training in the participation, will be called up into a meeting,
in order to formalize their registration. During the roadshow tests are accomplished in
intellectual abilities and employers, in order the interest and commitment, which the
young people at the participation in the procedure have to determine. Are accepted
only young people of completely poor families or young people, who would have to
live otherwise on the road.
To the professional training belongs to 1.2.3: financial social pedagogy, sexual and
Reproductive health, guidance, teamwork, creativity and innovation, communications
technologies, job search, techniques and employers. In the center occupation
training are to be offered after Swiss/of Liechtenstein model, adapted for
Kerala, within the following ranges: Carpenter, Mauerer, electrical plumber,
sanitary plumbers and plumbers.
1.2.4 scholarships for young people: For particularly talented ones also scholarships
for an university education are to be assigned to be able.
1.2.5 discussion with the economy: Based on the partnerships in activity 1.2.1
basing, the project with the economy will co-operate, in order the positioning of the
products, which will manufacture the young people in their enterprise, clarifies to be
able. Beyond that the co-operation of local added value chains is strengthened by the
creation of the conditions for the young people for the development by products,
which can be marketed in local enterprises.
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1.2.6 positioning on the job market and employers: The occupation people trained in
the center are recommended also to the authorities and manufacturers. In addition in
the center also visiting days for interested manufacturers will be made possible.
Result 1.3: The apprentices of the center have the necessary materials.
1.3.1 theoretical and practical use of the materials: The center has own instructors
and after possibility also unsalaried employee training persons from
Switzerland/Liechtenstein.
1.3.2 training and support of the instructors: The own instructors enjoy further
educations after possibility by unsalaried employee training persons from
Switzerland/Liechtenstein.
1.3.3 country, building, materials and machines: In order to ensure the training, the
center is equipped with the country, the necessary buildings, materials and machines
(inclusive means of transport).
1.3.3.1 country: The necessary country is bought of the LPCT and in its property.
1.3.3.2 building: The buildings are finished and ready for use.
1.3.3.3 materials: The materials of inclusive tools necessary for the training and work
are present.
1.3.3.4 machines: For training and production in accordance with
Swiss/Liechtensteiner standard necessary machines are locally and operationally.
Effect 2: The center promotes ecological practices, like ecological building method
and materials, good hygiene, drinking water preparing and effluent disposal and
minimizes ecological problems.
Result 2,1.: The center is trained and sensitized on environmentalcareful practices,
like ecological building method and materials, a good hygiene and sanitary facilities
as well as a good municipal development and management practices.
2.1.1 structure and training of an understanding for environment and health: The
project manager, with support of specialists, becomes for all training units topics of
ecological and economic building method, reforestation, not burning methods, clean
country, the production of clear and of organic insecticides, fruit tree maintenance,
hygiene, which and sanitary facilities of lectures hold preservation of natural
resources in the community.
Around reforestation to support and a contribution for planting from fruit trees to carry
out the instructors are responsible. The trees will be planted in the green areas.
2.1.2 training in water and sanitary supply for the center: Household and
environmental sanitation, composting, fermentation gas use and management are to
become, habit: The instructors hold short lectures over environment and health, to
topics approximately around water and sanitary supply, like also for prevention the
propagation of diseases, personal hygiene, habits, drinking water management and
handling food.
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2.1.3 sensitization over the effects of deforestation and environmental pollution by
smoke of waste incineration: The instructors will sensitize for the meaning of the
support from trees and alternatives to wood consumption for the preparation of meals
and the reduction of the burn of garbage. For this purpose fire wood saving herd by
the training workshops, in order to reduce the consumption from fire wood to cooking
and the environmental impact are built to lower as well as the frequency of
respiratory diseases with children and adults.
2.1.4 home visits for the monitoring of changes in hygenic and sanitary practices and
latrine maintenance: The instructors make home visits the examination of the
domestic hygiene and sanitary practices.
2.1.5 containment by work, in order to reduce monsoon inundations: In order to
prevent inundations and erosion, are accomplished: Grass for stabilization plant,
trees donating reforestation approximately around the surfaces concerned with
shade.
2.1.6 stabilization of control: The work and finances are regularly openly put.
Result 2.2: The center is trained and sensitized in inorganic refuse economy and has
a firm waste management system, in order to reduce the environmental impact.
2.2.1 training of the instructors for environment and health in the inorganic refuse
economy: A specialized person becomes in questions of environment and health,
which on the rights of the child the instructors train inorganic refuse economy with
emphasis regularly. The topics, which are taught, are: general information about
waste, waste recycling, eco-community, machines and their operation and the waste
market.
2.2.2 sensitization of the center inhabitants to recycling and waste separation: The
instructors always inform about the meaning of recycling, like to the separation and
normal camps of the wastes. Containers will be set up, so that all can separate the
firm wastes. Each month the inorganic wastes are professionally disposed of.
2.2.3 building and equipment of a eco-station: A eco-station will be built within a
certain range, in order to collect the waste from all to; the firm inorganic wastes are
weighed separately to be prepared and sold later to different recycling enterprises in
the proximity of the center.
2.2.4 cleaning campaigns: The instructors organize regularly cleaning actions of the
whole area.
2.2.5 providing a sensitization mural: Young ones and girls will manufacture a mural
over environmental protection and at a place, which is well visible, will attach.
Effect 3: Sex justice and child and youth psychiatry and - protection are respected
and guaranteed in the center.
Result 3.1: The center is sensitized for sex justice, child rights and child protection.
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3.1.1 creation of a consciousness in the training in child and youth psychiatry rights,
sex justice, sexual and Reproductive health and prevention of violence: The project
manager will inform all by holding a meeting for all in the center about the document
“child protection” from Lazarus and will check the observance.
3.1.2. Establishment of cultural and sporty groups for children and young people: The
young people are encouraged, art, to at cultural and sport groups or form such.
3.1.3 promotion of healthy living together in the center and in the surrounding
communities: Groups of young people, in activity 3.1.1 trained (as part of their
community by Lazarus sensitization), will promote activities, the equality of the sexes,
child and youth psychiatry, rights and prevention of violence, to coordinate. These
meetings can be theater performances, sport matches, etc.
3.1.4 sensitization of the center for the protection of the child: Four sensitization
meetings about protection of children over the document “child protection” are held,
among them also the complaint mechanisms for the reporting, if a child has a case of
law breaking, as well as information about institutions, which can offer support to this
topic.

3.9. Lastingness
The project will be converted in co-operation with local and national partners, in order
to ensure the commitment of the institutions to conclusion of the project. Lazarus
establishes alliances with the Ministries for health, education and local governments
during the conversion of the strategy, so that the community Lazarus is accepted and
supported by these organizations also after project end.
The program has from the outset a co-operation and a co-ordination with the local
employment agency, private enterprises, national committees for small and middle
enterprises and other organizations, which are supported these components.
Lazarus will generally support further the center, where necessary, in co-operation
with institutions for partner.
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3.10. Risk analysis
Proposal
Actions
Building of the
center

Conversion of the
activities of the
center and its
economic
stabilization

Conversion of
environmental
protection,
sanitary and joint
development

Conversion of the
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Connected risks

Forces measures

Dispatch from letters and
documents of the different
partners, in order to emphasize
resources and advantages of
the center to strengthen the
alliances.
Intensive search for sponsors
and partners, in order to
possibly support with united
forces the project to financiers
and.
On physical and ecological
Search to suitable country with
level: No suitable
the help of the local authority
development land can be
or partner organizations in
found.
India.
On the political level: CoSearch for alliances with the
operation lacking of the local
local governments and
authorities, crime and/or
organizations of the civil
negligence of the apprentices. society. Stabilization of the
alliances with local partners.
On the economical and
The correct politicians look for
social level: Prevention by the a selective procedure of the
local authorities, crime and/or
apprentices at the location of
negligence of the apprentices. the center, guard staff employ
and.
On the physical and
The facilities, training courses
ecological level: Caused by
and meetings of the
tiredness, due to too many
apprentices adapt.
indoor activities.
On the political level: Local
Negotiate with the
inability to dispose of inorganic communities, in order to
wastes.
improve the roads and
possibilities.
On economical and social
Conversion of the sensitization
level: Resistance against the
activities and home visits,
practices to be changed as
monitoring, demand and
high consumption of wood for
consultation.
the domestic use and
insufficient hygiene conditions.
On the physical and
A plan provide, with
ecological level: Rain can
consideration of the effects of
affect the execution of certain
the climate change.
activities in the course of the
time.
On the political level: Too
Influencing control on the
On the political level:
Polarization and change of the
local government and the
administration of the Ministries
for health and education, after
a new election.
On economical and social
level: Lazarus does not apply
the necessary means or
environment hardens.
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sensitization of
activities for child
and youth
psychiatry, the
rights and equality
of the sexes

few possibilities for boys, girls
and young people, itself at
decisions, which concern their
life, to take part.
Polarization or change of the
government regarding project
support.
On the social level: The
existence of cultural samples,
which permit, various kinds of
force in different forms.
Ignorance of the legal
framework by right owners,
citizens and humans with
common responsibility, as well
as insufficient budgets,
disregard of borders by the
responsibilities of the assigned
institutions.
On physical and ecological
level: The area is susceptible
to a variety of threats, like for
disasters of most diverse
orders of magnitude and their
effects.
Spatialities are not safe for the
center.

organizations and local
governments for the creation
from measures to the
adherence to the rights of
children etc.
Partnerships with local
participants are received.
Sensitization of the
mechanisms for the common
monitoring of the processes.
This requires a sensitization of
the procedures and continuous
communication with the local
participants and decision
makers, in order to strengthen
the approach.

Preliminary planning of
possible construction
measures before beginning of
the building of the center.
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4. Direction of the project
4.1. Monitoring and evaluation
Quarterly meetings: Meeting of the project manager with the instructors and
responsible persons, who the professional training, the school of the children, the
environment and health, which rights contain and the equality of the sexes. During
the meetings an analysis of the project activities, the progress and all difficulties will
be made. Minutes are led. The reports will be prepared before each meeting.
Internal monitoring project: The project manager is responsible for the monitoring of
the conversion and practical activity, visits the center at least two times per week. It
becomes a report over the progress, and a recording of the visits writes.
Initial value, intermediate and conclusion evaluation and examination: By external
advisers one will accomplish. External invoice controllers will be responsible for the
execution of the final examination.

5. Photo

Reconditioned debt oh

Children of the school after renovation

Presentation of the Distinguished Service Cross
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6. Budget - costs pre-calculation
All information of cost in CHF

Result 1,1:. Children of 0-7
years, with our partners,
receive comprehensive
attention and preschool
education.
1.1.1. Admission and support
1.1.2 Selection and training the
responsible persons
1.1.3 Sensitization meetings
with responsible persons
1.1.4 Attention for children and
pregnant women over
psychomotor abilities,
socialisation, nutrition and
health
Totally expenditures 1.1
Edition 1.2: Youth of 16 to 25
years receive a professional
training in the center. They are
supported also in the
connection during the work
identification..
1.2.1 structure of partnerships
1.2.2 invitation and registration
of young people
To To the professional training
belongs to
1.2.4 scholarships for young
people
1.2.5 discussion with the
economy
1.2.6 positioning on the job
market and employers
Total Ausgaben 1.2
Expenditures 1.3: The
apprentices of the center have
the necessary materials.
1.3.1 creation of a
consciousness in the training in
child and youth psychiatry
rights, sex justice, sexual and
Reproductive health and
prevention of violence
1.3.2 training and support of the

Unit

Quantity

Costs
Per
Unit

Totally
Costs

Sentence
Conference

1
15

13'000
80

13'000
1'200

Conference

15

80

1'200

Month

84

0

0

15'400

Person

120

30

0
3'600

Person

80

80

6'400

Scholarship

40

500

20'000

5

200

1'000

12

200

2'400

Meetings
Month

33'400

Person

80

40

3'200

Person

10

100

1'000
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instructors
1.3.3. country, building,
materials and machines
1.3.3.1 country: The necessary
country is bought of the LPCT
and in its property.
1.3.3.2 building: The buildings
are posed and ready for use.
1.3.3.3 the materials of
inclusive tools necessary for the
training and work are present.
1.3.3.4 machines: For training
and production in accordance
with Swiss/Liechtensteiner
standard necessary machines
are locally and operationally.
Totally expenditures 1.3
Expenditures 2.1: The center is
trained and sensitized on
environmentalcareful practices,
like ecological building method
and materials, a good hygiene
and sanitary facilities as well as
a good municipal development
and management practices.
2.1.1 structure and training of
an understanding for
environment and health
2.1.2 training in water and
sanitary supply for the center
2.1.3 sensitization over the
effects of deforestation and
environmental pollution by
smoke of waste incineration
2.1.4 home visits for the
monitoring of changes in
hygenic and sanitary practices
and latrine maintenance
2.1.5 containment by work, in
order to reduce monsoon
inundations
2.1.6 stabilization of control
Totally expenditures 2.1
Expenditures 2.2: The center is
trained and sensitized in
inorganic refuse economy and
has a firm waste management
system, in order to reduce the
environmental impact.
2.2.1 training of the instructors
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Year

4

[

[

Year

1

500'000

500'000

Year

2 1'404'400 2'808'800

Year

2

125'000

Year

2

500'000 1'000'000

250'000

4'563'000

Conference

12

400

4'800

Conference

12

400

4'800

120

80

9'600

10

20

200

3

500

1'500

Conference

10

80

800
21'700

Work-shop

10

80

800

Person

Sentence

Work
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for environment and health in
the inorganic refuse economy
2.2.2 sensitization of the center
inhabitants to recycling and
waste separation
2.2.3 building and equipment of
a eco-station
2.2.4 cleaning campaigns
2.2.5 providing a sensitization
mural
Totally expenditures 2.2
Expenditures 3.1: The center is
sensitized for sex justice, child
rights and child protection.
3.1.1 creation of a
consciousness in the training in
child and youth psychiatry
rights, sex justice, sexual and
Reproductive health and
prevention of violence
3.1.2. Establishment of cultural
and sporty groups for children
and young people
3.1.3 promotion of healthy living
together in the center and in the
surrounding communities
3.1.Sensibilisierungsensitization
of the center for the protection
of the child
Totally expenditures 3.1
Salaries for 3 years, thereafter
Selbstprod.
Instructors
Apprentices
Lawyer & administration
Totally salaries
Operating cost
Employee of office furniture
Employee office supplies
Computer with license
Output evaluation
Half time evaluation
Conclusion evaluation
Project decrease
Project video
Monitoring and transport
Project support Lazarus FL
Travel expenses Lazarus FL
Totally operating cost
Project total

Sentence

Station
Work shop
Sentence

120

5

600

1

9'000

9'000

28
1

80
300

2'240
300
12'940

Work-shop

14

80

1'120

Work-shop

14

80

1'120

Event

7

2'000

14'000

Conference

7

80

560

16'800

Month
Month
Month

Sentence
Sentence
Piece
Consultation
Consultation
Consultation
Piece
Piece
Trip
Year
Trip

36
36
36

1'200
10'400
480

43'200
374'400
17'280
434'880

5
15
2
1
1
1
1
1
800
7
7

200
100
1'500
1'000
1'000
1'000
400
600
42
100
4'000

1'000
1'500
3'000
1'000
1'000
1'000
400
600
33'600
700
28'000
71'800
5'169'920
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Overhead (7% LPCT/3%
Lazarus FL)
Totaltotally for seven years
Per year

56

516'992
5'686'912
812'416
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7. Aktivitäten Lazarus
Project activities

Years
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Result 1,1:. Children of 0-7 years, with our partners, receive comprehensive
attention and preschool education.
1.1.1. Admission and support
1.1.2 Selection and training the
responsible persons
1.1.3 Sensitization meetings with
responsible persons
1.1.4 Attention for children and pregnant
women over psychomotor abilities,
socialisation, nutrition and health
Result 1.2: Youth of 16 to 25 years receive a professional training in the center.
They are supported also in the connection during the work identification.
1.2.1 structure of partnerships
1.2.2 invitation and registration of young
people
To To the professional training belongs
to
1.2.4 scholarships for young people
1.2.5 discussion with the economy
1.2.6 positioning on the job market and
employers
Result 1.3: The apprentices of the center have the necessary materials.
1.3.1 creation of a consciousness in the
training in child and youth psychiatry
rights, sex justice, sexual and
Reproductive health and prevention of
violence
1.3.2 training and support of the
instructors
1.3.3 country, building, materials and
machines
1.3.3.1 country
1.3.3.2 building
1.3.3.3 material
1.3.3.4 machines
Result 2.1: The center is trained and sensitized on environmentalcareful practices,
like ecological building method and materials, a good hygiene and sanitary facilities
as well as a good municipal development and management practices.
2.1.1 structure and training of an
understanding for environment and
health
2.1.2 training in water and sanitary
supply for the center
2.1.3 sensitization over the effects of
deforestation and environmental pollution
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by smoke of waste incineration
2.1.4 home visits for the monitoring of
changes in hygenic and sanitary
practices and latrine maintenance
2.1.5 containment by work, in order to
reduce monsoon inundations
2.1.6 stabilization of control
Result 2.2: The center is trained and sensitized in inorganic refuse economy and has
a firm waste management system, in order to reduce the environmental impact.
2.2.1 training of the instructors for
environment and health in the inorganic
refuse economy
2.2.2 sensitization of the center
inhabitants to recycling and waste
separation
2.2.3 building and equipment of a ecostation
2.2.4 cleaning campaigns
2.2.5 providing a sensitization mural
Result 3.1: The center is sensitized for sex justice, child rights and child protection.
3.1.1 creation of a consciousness in the
training in child and youth psychiatry
rights, sex justice, sexual and
Reproductive health and prevention of
violence
3.1.2. Establishment of cultural and
sporty groups for children and young
people
3.1.3 promotion of healthy living together
in the center and in the surrounding
communities
3.1.4 sensitization of the center for the
protection of the child
Output evaluation
Video
Hearing of project workers
Half time evaluation
Concluding evaluation
Lazarus FL project visit
Project reports
Monitoring and transport
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8. Logical framework
Measure logic

A
general
goal

Edition
1

Edition
1.1.

Activiti
es 1.1.

The population of
the home and the
professional training
Altstätten, briefly
center mentioned,
participates and
contributes to its
personal and joint
development.
Children and young
people of the center
are strengthened in
their physical,
mental and
psychosocial
development,
occupation
teachings concluded
and an occupation
found or are
independently
gainfully employed.

Children of 0-7
years, with our
partners, receive
comprehensive
attention and
preschool education.

Objectively
examinable
Achievement
indicators
At least 60% of the
120 girls, boys, young
people and adults are
to be taken part
actively in the local
development and in
the structure of the
center.

Sources and kind of
control

Conditions

The output evaluation is
accomplished at the
beginning the project, the
intermediate test and
concluding evaluation are
accomplished by advisers.

Lazarus and project
partners commit
themselves to the
conversion of all
project activities.

At least 60% of the
120 girls, boys, young
people and adults are
to be taken part
actively in the local
development and in
the structure of the
center.
At least 70% in the
center of the living
persons have a source
of income.
At least four training
workshops and a
production enterprise
function.
All, which concluded
occupation teachings
with success in the
center, found also an
occupation.
All children at the
school age in the
center visit regularly
the school.

Health reports,
performance records,
photos and references at
the disposal are put to the
instructors. They put these
also to Lazarus at the
disposal.

80 young people visit
regularly the
occupation teachings.
20 young people visit
regularly the school.
The responsible
persons and teachers
are constantly trained.

Photos, which are made
by the center and its
inhabitants, are submitted
Lazarus.

The rights of the
children are
priorisiert in all local
planning,
particularly for girls.
The apprentices
are interested in a
participation in a
vocational training.

Enterprise reports and
sheets for the occupation
school attendance are
made available by the
teachers via Lazarus.

1.1.1. Admission
and support
1.1.2. Selection
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Edition
1.2.

Activiti
es 1.2.

Edition
1.3.

Activiti
es 1.3.

Edition
2
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and training the
responsible persons
1.1.3. Sensitization
meetings with
responsible persons
1.1.4. Attention for
children and
pregnant women
over psychomotor
abilities,
socialisation,
nutrition and health
Youth of 16 to 25
years receive a
professional training
in the center. They
are supported also
in the connection
during the work
identification.
1.2.1structure of
partnerships
1.2.2invitation and
registration of young
people
ToTo the
professional training
belongs to
1.2.4scholarships for
young people
1.2.5discussion with
the economy
1.2.6positioning on
the job market and
employers
The apprentices of
the center have the
necessary materials.

1.3.1theoretical and
practical use of the
materials
1.3.2training and
support of the
instructors
1.3.3country,
building, materials
and machines
The center promotes
ecological practices,
like ecological
building method and

All, which concluded
occupation teachings
with success in the
center, found also an
occupation.
They are supported
therein.

Training presence list
photographies

The apprentices live in
the own apprentice
home.
The children go to foot
into the school of the
place.

Are placed to training
workshop presence list
control of the ways to
school school attendance
lists from teachers to the
order

The inhabitants of the
center are trained and
sensitized for
environmentalcareful

Project basis plan,
accomplished at the
beginning of the project
Project half time
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materials, good
hygiene, drinking
water preparing and
effluent disposal and
minimizes ecological
problems.

Edition
2.1.

Activiti
es 2.1.

Edition
2.2.

The center is trained
and sensitized on
environmentalcareful
practices, like
ecological building
method and
materials, a good
hygiene and sanitary
facilities as well as a
good municipal
development and
management
practices.
2.1.1structure and
training of an
understanding for
environment and
health
2.1.2training in water
and sanitary supply
for the center
2.1.3sensitization
over the effects of
deforestation and
environmental
pollution by smoke
of waste incineration
2.1.4home visits for
the monitoring of
changes in hygenic
and sanitary
practices and latrine
maintenance
2.1.5containment by
work, in order to
reduce monsoon
inundations
2.1.6stabilization of
control
The center is trained
and sensitized in
inorganic refuse
economy and has a
firm waste

practices, like
ecological building
method and materials,
a good hygiene and
sanitary facilities as
well as a good
municipal
development and
management
practices.
The inhabitants of the
center can give
information and their
activity are visible.

examination and
concluding evaluation by
advisers accomplished
Progress reports project
managers made available
Photo made by project
manager
References of humans
from the community

1 eco-station is
present and functional.

Registration of collected
inorganic waste
Photographies, made by
the project manager, are
made available.

Regularly the area is
cleaned and converted

Subsequent measures
control for tree plantings
report of the use of
furnaces in the houses of
certifications interviews
Plants for stabilization.
Ecological valuable
material for construction
uses.
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Activiti
es 2.2.

Edition
3

Edition
3.1.

Activiti
es 3.1.

management
system, in order to
reduce the
environmental
impact.
2.2.1training of the
instructors for
environment and
health in the
inorganic refuse
economy
2.2.2sensitization of
the center
inhabitants to
recycling and waste
separation
2.2.3building and
equipment of a ecostation
2.2.4cleaning
campaigns
2.2.5providing a
sensitization mural
Sex justice and child
and youth psychiatry
and - protection are
respected and
guaranteed in the
center.

The center is
sensitized onThe
center is sensitized
for sex justice, child
rights and child
protection.

3.1.1creation of a
consciousness in the
training in child and
youth psychiatry
rights, sex justice,
sexual and
Reproductive health
and prevention of
violence

3.1.2.
Establishment of
cultural and sporty
groups for children
62

campaigns.
Over the cleaning
campaign a report is
provided.

Force, mistreatment
and abuse one does
not wait.
At rowing a mediation
takes place.
Rough failure leads to
the exclusion from the
center.
Force, mistreatment
and abuse are not
waited.
At rowing a mediation
takes place.
Rough failure leads to
the exclusion from the
center.

Criminal offenses are
brought to the
announcement. Over it the
announcements are
present.
To mediations minutes are
provided.
With an exclusion an outlet
report is provided.
Criminal offenses are
brought to the
announcement. Over it the
announcements are
present.
To mediations minutes are
provided.
With an exclusion an outlet
report is provided.
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and young people
3.1.3promotion of
healthy living
together in the
center and in the
surrounding
communities
3.1.4sensitization of
the center for the
protection of the
child
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Executive committees of the Order of Saint Lazarus and the
LHW
Excerpt of members of the board of the two associations.

Order of St. Lazarus
President
Mr. Markus Hasler
Industriestrasse 26
FL-9491 Ruggell
Fürstentum Liechtenstein
(Treuhänder - Fiduciary)
Chancellor
Dr. Jens Gassmann
Giessenstrasse 10
FL-9491 Ruggell
(Schulleiter CAS)
Jurisdiction Chaplain
Mr. Guido Hangartner, Ph.D.
Latin Archbishop's House
Vellayambalam
Thiruvananthapuram - 695 003
Kerala, South India
(Chief Executive Officer – CEO LPCT
on behalf the Order of St. Lazarus & LHW)

LHW
President
Dr. Jens Gassmann
Giessenstrasse 10
FL-9491 Ruggell
(Head master CAS)

Jurisdiction Chaplain / Treasurer
Mr. Guido Hangartner, Ph.D.
Latin Archbishop's House
Vellayambalam
Thiruvananthapuram - 695 003
Kerala, South India
(Chief Executive Officer – CEO LPCT
on behalf the Order of St. Lazarus & LHW)
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Supporter and sponsors
See web page

Inquired institutions:

S.D. Fürst Hans Adam II
von und zu Liechtenstein
Fürstenhaus von Liechtenstein
Schloss Vaduz
FL-9490 Vaduz

Liechtensteinischer Entwicklungsdienst
Im Malarsch 14
FL-9494 Schaan

Erzbistum Vaduz
Dorf 35
Postfach 14
FL-9488 Schellenberg

LGT Bank AG
Herrengasse 12
FL-9490 Vaduz

Liechtenstein Foundation for
State Governance
Städtle 33
FL-9490 Vaduz

Staatssekretariat für Bildung, Forschung
und Innovation SBFI
Effingerstrasse 27
CH-3003 Bern

Bistum Chur
Hof 19
CH-7000 Chur

Suva Hauptsitz
Fluhmattstrasse 1
CH-6002 Luzern
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Lazarus-Orden Liechtenstein
Industriestrasse 26
FL-9491 Ruggell

Lazarus Hilfswerk – LHW e.V.
Giessenstrasse 10
FL-9491 Ruggell

Fibeko
Ingenieurbüro Hoch & Gassner AG
Messinastrasse 30 | Postfach 322
FL-9495 Triesen

Fibeko Treuhandanstalt
Industriestrasse 26
FL-9491 Ruggell

Architekt Meyer
Helmut Meyer
Trogenerstrasse 60 b
CH-9450 Altstätten

Government of Kerala
North Block
Government Secretariat
Thiruvananthapuram – IN-695 001
Kerala, India

Liechtensteinische Landesbank AG
Städtle 44, Postfach 384
FL-9490 Vaduz
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Latin Archbishop's House
Vellayambalam
Thiruvananthapuram – IN-695 003,
Kerala, South India

Dienststelle Fidei-Donum
Route de la Vignettaz 48
CH-1700 Fribourg

Volksbank AG
Feldkircher Strasse 2
FL-9494 Schaan
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Verband Schweiz.
Elektro- Installationsfirmen,
Limmatstr. 63, Postfach 2328
CH-8031 Zürich

Verband Schweiz. Schreinermeister und
Möbelfabrikanten VSSM
Gladbachstrasse 80, Postfach
CH-8044 Zürich

Baugewerbliche Berufsschule Zürich
Rektorat
Reishauerstrasse 2
Postfach
CH-8090 Zürich

Schweiz. Baumeisterverband SBV
Weinbergstr. 49, Postfach 198
CH-8042 Zürich

Suissetec - SchweizerischLiechtensteinischer
Gebäudetechnikverband
Auf der Mauer 11, Postfach
CH-8023 Zürich

TBZ Technische Berufsschule Zürich
Ausstellungsstrasse 70
Sihlquai 101
CH-8090 Zürich
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Donation accounts
Lazarus-Orden Liechtenstein,
Industriestrasse 26,
FL-9491 Ruggell
IBAN: LI52 0880 0000 0563 4946 9 (Note:
"Indien")
BLZ: 8800 BIC: LILALI2XXXX
Öffentlichkeitsregister Liechtenstein
Registernummer
FL-0002.218.714-9
Tax-exempt in Liechtenstein: File reference 218
846.
www.lazarus.li

Lazarus Hilfswerk – LHW e.V.,
Giessenstrasse 10,
FL-9491 Ruggell
Lazarus-Hilfswerk LHW
Postfinance
85-648079-9
IBAN: CH73 0900 0000 8564 8079 9
BIC: POFICHBEXXX
BLZ: 9000 Bern
Tax-exempt in Liechtenstein: File reference 232
586

Lazarus Public Charitable Trust - LPCT
Marian Engineering College Kazhakuttom, Thiruvananthapuram - 695582
Main office: LPCT C/O Vineesh Bhavan, Plavila Puthen Veedu Kilikottukonm, Ooruttambalam P.O.
Trivandrum 695 507
Registered: Subregister in Kazhakuttom, Thiruvananthapuram – 695582, register number 580 at the
03.07.2013
www.lpct.in
Bank: see Lazarus-Orden or Lazarus Hilfswerk – LHW e.V.

Translated with Systran interactively Translator. As original the version into German
is considered.
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